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Oh baby talk about short and sweet! The Brighton British lads have created an EP of just four songs, each about two minutes long. The songs are fast but they don't seem rushed or too short. Aggressively sung with a dash of grunge, their songs are well written and capture the essence of being a punk rock band. There's one acoustic song, "Blondie" that is minimalistic and is a cover of Blondie's "Hanging On a Telephone" which is pretty good. Each song flows with each other. There's a lot of passion and awesome instrumentals throughout. In the first two songs "The Waiting Line" and "Daydreamer", they're fast and hectic with the rebelliousness we all love. While the final song "Bad Dreams" is dark, sludgy and hardcore. If punk rock is what you're into, then you'll most likely enjoy this new EP.

Sounds Like:
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Sounds Like:
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Recommended Tracks:
2 Daydreamer: when you hatin yourself and bein alive (3.5/5)
4 Bad Dreams: when you're havin bad dreams and you're angry (3.5/5)
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- Alt [1]
- emo [2]
- Punk Rock [3]
- Skate punk [4]
- Z [5]